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Mayor says ‘no-annexation’ city policy to bend
By Karen N. Smyth
staff Writer
Land use and who should control it are 
issues of controversy between the San 
Luis Obispo County Board of Supervisors 
and the City Council.
Mayor Ron Dunin said currently the ci­
ty has a “ no-annexation” policy. He said 
this policy is being revised to allow for 
some annexation in the future.
However, the mayor added there is a 
conflict between the council and board in 
regards to this issue since the county has 
building standards that differ from the ci­
ty’s. Dunin said the development will be 
“ difficult to assimilate to the city’s stan­
dards.” It’s not a new problem, he said, 
but as a mayor he’s trying to build a close 
communication between the two bodies to 
reduce the conflict.
Dunin said communication has improv­
ed in the past few years but more
understanding and support are still need­
ed from the county. He added the board 
should be particularly supportive in the 
areas surrounding San Luis Obispo, where 
potential for future annexation into the 
city is greatest.
Dunin said that the reason the city orig­
inally adopted a “ no-annexation” policy 
was to prevent an urban sprawl.
Concerning the issue of water, Dunin 
said sooner or later the city will have to 
adopt an original plan whereby cities in
the county would have 
method of water access.”
community
Inside
Propositions 68 and 73 — L im iting  and 
standardizing the spending hab its of 
po litica l candidates is once again an 
issue for voters.
Poll closings — W estern voters want to 
make sure all counts are ta llied  before 
the w inner’s announced.
Measures A, B and C — Shell O il makes 
Its bid to  Central Coast voters to  ap­
prove onshore oil fa c ilit ie s  to  accom ­
pany o ffshore developments.
Dunin said this system would be collec­
tively paid for, and that this would relieve 
some of the financial pressure on the city. 
He said it’s important .since the city takes 
in many commuters daily who only pay for 
the water in their homes.
Jim Johnson, county supervisor for the 
4th District, said the board leads in sup­
port of the state water project but that 
they have met some opposition from the 
cities. Johnson said regardless, he believes 
the government has to take responsibility 
soon to provide the water to the people.
Johnson said although there are no 
restrictions on where to get the water, “ we 
are in an overdraft and water has to come 
from somewhere.”
Dunin said councilmembers are divided
on the water issue but more inclined to 
support water access at a specific city 
level such as ground water supplies within 
city limits and enlarging the capacity of 
Santa Margarita Lake.
The basic difference between the City 
Council and the board, Dunin said, is that 
the council has to work with only a small 
amount of people and plans. The county 
has to move objectively on all cities as 
well as incorporated areas.
Johnson said the board’s job is much 
more difficult.
Dunin said, “ Cooperation from individ­
ual cities and the board is of utmost im­
portance because when the two are at op­
posite ends, nobody wins, and the ultimate 
losers are the people.”
On the question of a difference in the 
general philosophies of the board and 
council, Dunin and Johnson both agreed it 
is purely dependent upon the individuals 
holding the offices.
Supervisor hopefuls 
address county issues
By Kathy Campbell
staff Writer
County growth is one of the 
hottest issues on the June 7 
ballot, and four candidates for 
District 3 supervisor discussed 
growth and other election issues 
in interviews with Mustang Dai­
ly-
Each responded to questions 
on the following topics: how to 
manage county growth; offshore 
oil development, including the 
permit process for Platform 
Julius and Measures A, B and C 
that ask for onshore facility ap­
proval; shipment of toxic fuel 
through the county, originally 
routed down Cuesta Grade to 
Vandenberg Air Force Base but 
now shipped through Santa 
Maria; the proper relationship 
between county and city gov­
ernment; and their choice for the 
most important issue facing the 
county.
Incumbent Evelyn Delany, 48, 
of Pismo Beach is a former coun­
ty planning commissioner and is 
completing her first term on the 
board of supervisors.
On growth: “ I have a voting 
record in support of well-planned, 
managed slow growth. I’ve been 
on the board since 1985, and be­
fore that I was on the county 
planning commission for seven 
years doing the same thing.”
On offshore oil: “ I was never in 
favor of developing the offshore 
tracts. When we were processing 
the Platform Julius application, I 
was the one in favor of using grid
power to fire the whole platform; 
I got no support from my fellow 
board members on that. 1 also 
was in favor of air pollution con­
trol restrictions that were much 
stricter than the ones that came 
out in the end, so I’m certainly 
not satisfied with the results.”
On toxic fuel shipments: “ I’m 
pleased that they’re no longer 
shipping toxic fuel from the 
north to the south of the county. 
Our board was opposed to shipp­
ing it on Highway 101 through 
the city and I supported that.”
On city councils: “ One of the 
issues in my campaign is city- 
county cooperation. The reason 
cities incorporate is so that they 
can do things the way they want 
to do them. About 95 percent of 
the people in District 3 live 
within city limits, so a great deal 
of what you have to do is interact 
with them because a lot of things 
the county does have a direct 
impact on the city. We bend over 
backward to cooperate, but there 
is a very fine line where you 
don’t interfere with decisions 
that the city makes. You just 
don’t mess with a city budget or 
a city police department or land 
use decisions within the city.”
On the biggest issue facing the 
county: “ The issue everyone is 
talking about is growth or no 
growth. As I said, I have a his­
tory of favoring well-planned, 
managed slow growth. The other 
candidates can talk about it, but 
I have a 10-year record on the 
popular point of view.”
See COUNTY, page 14
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Cal Poly student William Kip Morales hangs his Expressionist paintings, done in acrylic, charcoal anc 
silkscreen, in Linnaea’s Cafe downtown Saturday night. Morales’ exhibit will run through Sunday.
O o First in a three-part series on minority students at Cal Poly. 
Tomorrow, college preparation 
and attracting minority students 
to study here.
School ready to target minorities
By Marianne Biasotti and 
John Alexiou
staff Writers
Lifestyle
Grant Shaffer has become a 
legend in h is own tim e at Cal 
Poly, and here’s your chance 
to  meet the student behind the 
draw ings.
page 5
Although California is the most ethnically 
diverse state in the country. Cal Poly has one of 
the lowest numbers of minority students in the 
CSU system.
Caucasian students actually compose three- 
quarters of the student body, while there is only a 
7 percent Hispanic and 1 percent Afro-American 
student population. (The remaining percentage in­
cludes Asians, American Indians, Filipinos, Pacific 
Islanders and other foreigners.)
In contrast, minorities will account for more
than half the state’s population by the year 2000, 
and Caucasian students now represent only 15 
percent of Southern California’s elementary 
schools, reflecting the lack of ethnic representation 
at Cal Poly.
“ This explosion in demographics has added a 
sense of urgency to the situation at this universi­
ty,” said Armando Pezo-Silva, director of Student 
Academic Services and responsible for monitoring 
Cal Poly’s educational equity process.
“ As long as we (Cal Poly) continue to be a white 
institution, we’re cheating our students,” Pezo- 
Silva said. “ If you’re going to stay in California 
and be successful, you’ll be handicapped unless you
Sec MINORITIES, page 13
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Ulterior motives
W ith the fourth summit between Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev nearing its end, the two 
leaders con tinue to  bask in an a t­
mosphere of optimism. Both are eager to complete a 
strategic arms reduction treaty before Reagan leaves of­
fice, and this meeting is an excellent time to lay the 
foundation. But in his zest to salvage a lofty place in 
history, Reagan must be sure he doesn’t dive into an 
agreement that serves him more than it does the world.
Since the Iran-contra revelation, Reagan has been try­
ing to erase perceptions of his administration as a 
swamp of sleaze. That’s much of the reason why he 
dismissed seven years of rigid rhetoric and took a 180- 
degree turn to sign the INF Treaty. Indeed, the agree­
ment is a fabulous step toward safety, but it also has 
diverted our thoughts from North, Meese, Regan and 
friends. The president is also trying to reinvigorate 
George Bush, who is wilting in the heat of a surging 
Michael Dukakis. A landmark treaty would certainly 
boost the vice president’s poll position.
Reagan, however, must focus on the true purpose of 
arms treaties — to secure our safety. And in the quest 
for an agreement, he must not dismiss Soviet human- 
rights violations, the tenuous military balance in Europe 
and the questionable accountability of the Kremlin. 
Reagan is in Moscow with foreign-policy aces Howard 
Baker, Colin Powell, George Schultz and Frank Carlucci. 
He must heed the advice of this pragmatic group, whose 
primary interest is arms control. More must be achieved 
from an arms treaty than Reagan’s place in history and 
Bush’s place in the future.
BLOOM COUNTY
The bitter flavor of chemicals
L ush leaves of lettuce and dill, ripe strawber­ries, garlic, onions, carrots, raspberries and ar­
tichokes overloaded our basket. After picking all 
we needed for dinner, we made our way back to the 
house, where an unforgetable weekend took place.
Dinner tasted incredible! I’d never tasted food 
that good before. The strawberries were many 
times tastier than even the best of Safeway and 
the salad had more flavor than any I’d ever eaten. 
Those extraordinary taste sensations were due 
mainly to the fact that my friend grows his garden 
without using synthetic pesticides and fertilizers.
The reliance on toxic insecticides, herbicides and 
fungicides has given our society a mixed blessing. 
On one hand, farmers can control the quality of 
their crops with less risk of being wiped out by 
pests and diseases. Along with the use of fast­
acting chemical fertilizers, this has enabled farmers 
to produce vast surplusses of food in a 
monocultural (one-crop farming) method. And this 
enables the use of more machines in planting and 
harvesting of some crops, which reduces labor 
costs.
On the other hand — unfortunately — there are 
many drawbacks to working against the ecology. 
The insecticides kill not only the insects that harm 
the crop, they also kill the beneficial insects that 
prey on the harmful insects. Without their 
enemies, the harmful insects come back much 
faster, making the farmer rely more on chemicals. 
When used regularly, many insecticides become 
useless because the successive generations of in­
sects develop a resistance. This leads to the use of 
stronger, more dangerous chemicals.
S ince the publication of Rachel Carson’s “ Silent Spring,’’ people have become more awaie of 
the environmental hazards created by synthetic 
pesticides. Whole ecosystems were disrupted and 
nearly destroyed by the use of the pesticide DDT, 
which was banned in this country in the early 
1970s. There are many more insecticides (many of 
which do not persist in the environment as long as 
DDT) that cause environmental damage, but are 
not banned.
The most dramatic problem with the chemicals is 
the health hazard. The National Academy of 
Sciences recently issued a report that shows that 
pesticides in our food may cause more than I 
million cases of cancer in the United States. The
CAPTAIN EC0L06Y
Food and Drug Administration and the California 
Department of Food and Agriculture found that 48 
percent of the 26 fruits and vegetables it sampled 
contained pesticide residues. Of the 25 pesticides 
most frequently detected, nine have been identified 
by the Environmental Protection Agency as 
cancer-causing.
A study by the National Cancer Institute shows that farmers exposed to herbicides have a six 
times greater chance of getting cancer than people 
not exposed to the chemicals. Another of its 
studies shows that children living around 
household and garden pesticides have up to seven 
times the chance of getting leukemia.
A majority of the spraying can be avoided. Con­
sumers have been led to believe that the best pro­
duce is blemish-free. This forces farmers to spray 
just to keep the produce’s appearance perfect. We 
need to stop expecting perfect-looking produce and 
must realize that the taste and nutritional value is 
often higher when fruits and vegetables are grown 
without synthetic chemicals.
To change this pesticide dilemma, we must let 
the grocery stores know that we want produce to 
be labeled, identifying where the food was grown 
and what chemical residue it contains. This would 
entice farmers to not use techniques that rely so 
heavily on synthetic pesticides and fertilizers, but 
to rely instead on sustainable farming practices, 
such as integrated pest management. This has the 
added benefit of giving the advantage back to 
small- and medium-sized farms over the corporate 
farms.
Students give and 
should receive
Editor — Aaaaaarrgghhh! I 
am infuriated and insulted by the 
City Council’s attempt to oust 
the students of Cal Poly! While 
the city has reaped numerous 
benefits because of Cal Poly, it 
refuses to accept us as an in­
tegral part of the community. We 
allegedly cause sky-high rents — 
hogwash! I never heard pro­
posals for PG&E to house Diablo 
Canyon workers, and local 
landlords sure took advantage of 
that opportunity. The communi­
ty refuses to recognize that not 
only do students make up nearly 
half the city’s population, they 
also furnish the city with 
numerous benefits:
•Labor at nearly slave wages, 
with no health or vacation 
benefits (in most cases).
•Free services by agriculture 
and architecture students per­
forming senior' projects, in­
dependent study projects, etc.
•Child-care services by child- 
development students.
•Role models through the Poly 
Pals program.
by Berke Breathed
•Keeping local merchants in 
business by purchasing clothing, 
sporting goods, meals, etc. 
(Unless you’d like to credit the 
senior citizens with keeping the 
trendy stores out of the red).
•City cleanup and repair on 
Good Neighbor Day.
•A nd other e ffo rts  too 
numerous to list here.
We are often accused of com­
ing to San Luis to rape and 
pillage and then leave four years 
later. Yet many graduates settle 
here and, believe it or not, 
become productive members of 
the community.
Housing SO percent of the stu­
dents on campus is not only im­
possible, it makes me wonder 
what type of idiot would propose 
such nonsense. Where will we 
build the lovely facilities? I sup­
pose the swine unit is empty 
enough and as good a place as 
any. 1 do know that I, being a 
2S-year-old student, have no 
desire to live on campus, where I 
can’t even enjoy a cold one, own 
a pet or have my boyfriend spend 
the night. However, maybe we 
could buy into these homes, turn 
a profit and charge the next 
sucker twice as much to live 
there. (Isn’t this philosophy
what’s really responsible for our 
exorbitant rents?) Face it, Pinard 
and cronies, we are a valuable 
asset and you can’t just put us 
out of sight and out of mind. San 
Luis is our home, too, and if you 
can’t deal with it, bail!
ALISON KELLEY
Pinard’s insult
Editor — As a student and a 
member of this community for 
four years, I am insulted by Peg 
Pinard’s lack of respect for us: 
the students, the source. Cal Po­
ly does not have to house any of 
its students. That is the respon­
sibility the city has to us. It owes 
us for our fiscal support. I’ll 
forget the remark she made 
because it was not well thought 
out. If she or any city official 
tries to make the university take 
on extra housing burdens, I say 
we impose economic sanctions on 
the city as a show of force. And 
we should establish a campus 
pub because I would rather 
spend my money for a beer at Cal 
Poly than in a town that treats 
the majority of its citizens, its 
students, as a problem that 
needs to just go away.
A.J. SCHUERMANN JR.
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Feds question local officials 
for ignoring $1 million house
COMPTON, Calif. (AP) — Federal authorities ques­
tioned why local officials were not suspicious of a $1 
million mansion built in this poor city by an alleged nar­
cotics dealer who bragged “ this is the house that drugs 
built.”
“They tell me the faucets are gold,” said Fred 
Jackson, a landlord who has dreams of buying the brick 
house, which takes up six city lots in this community 
where 25 percent of the residents are on public 
assistance.
The home, valued at $1 million, was seized May 20, the 
day the owner of the estate, James Morris, was arrested 
for investigation of drug trafficking.
Since then, Morris has been indicted on charges of 
selling cocaine and heroin. He is being held without bail.
Federal law enforcement authorities allege Morris was 
a major drug dealer who bragged about his four- 
bedroom, three-bath home within the presence of under­
cover officers by saying, “ this is the house that drugs 
built.”
Vincent Furtado, a spokesman for the U.S. Drug En­
forcement Administration, said when federal agents 
showed up to seize the property they found a maid 
working inside while three gardeners labored in the 
well-kept yard.
Furtado said a search of the home turned up $91,000 
worth of gold and diamond jewelry, more than $7,000 in 
cash and 14 loaded weapons.
Nation
Rent Guidelines Board gears 
up for landlord-tenant battle
NEW YORK (AP) — Ah, springtime in New York: 
The first robin in Central Park. The first ballgame at 
Yankee Stadium. And the first angry protester ejected 
from Police Headquarters in the annual brawl over city 
rents.
“ People get frustrated, people get thrown out, their 
blood pressure goes way up,” said John J. Gilbert 111, 
head of a landlord group, in summing up the yearly 
hike-or-hold-the-rent fight before the city Rent 
Guidelines Board, which begins its hearings Wednesday.
The proceedings match angry tenants with irate 
landlords, with roughly the same results as introducing 
Billy Martin to patrons in a topless bar. Rhetoric is thick 
and animosity thicker, with supporters on both sides 
cheering, jeering and (with the aid of police) disappearing 
during the session.
Slightly more than 50 percent of the city’s apartments 
are covered by the board’s guidelines under a system 
that has its roots in the city’s World War 11 housing 
scarcity. Although the owners routinely request 
double-digit increases on one- and two-year leases, the 
board generally grants a much lower increase. This year, 
Gilbert asked for increases of 15 percent on one-year 
leases and 19 percent on two-year leases.
The hearings — once held privately, but opened to the 
public by court order in 1979 — are held inside Police 
Headquarters for security reasons. Dozens of police of­
ficers are assigned to the hearings, and others are avail­
able if verbal arguments get out of hand.
World
Reagan lauds Soviet reforms; 
arms negotiations still stalled
MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail S. Gorbachev won a fresh 
endorsement Tuesday from President Reagan for his 
Soviet reform program, but the leaders only inched for­
ward in arms negotiations. Gorbachev suggested it may 
be “ time to bang our fists on the table” to end the im­
passe.
A U.S. official said the leaders were likely to sign a 
joint statement, either on Wednesday or just before 
Reagan’s departure Thursday, spelling out progress on 
two of the main obstacles to a strategic missile-reduction 
treaty.
The movement came on a U.S. proposal to verify limits 
on mobile missiles and on counting nuclear-tipped cruise 
missiles aboard warplanes, said the official, who spoke 
on condition he not be further identified.
There was no progress on the thorniest obstacle, and 
Reagan said his Star Wars program was not even 
discussed. “ We would like the American delegation to 
originate fresh ideas,” Soviet spokesman Gennady 
Gerasimov said later.
Nor did Reagan and Gorbachev attempt to tackle any 
of the thorny regional issues that bear on their relation­
ship around the globe. They sidetracked policy dif­
ferences in Afghanistan, southern Africa and the Middle 
East to focus on Gorbachev’s perestroika campaign to 
restructure the Soviet economy.
“ We still have a day and a half to go, so 1 will reserve 
final judgment,” said a senior U.S. official, speaking on 
condition of anonymity at a midnight briefing.
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1 FREE Play!
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Focal point:
campaign
expenditures
By Rob Loreni
staff Writer
Two separate propositions pertaining to 
campaign spending are on the June 7 
primary ballot.
Proposition 68, if passed, will limit the 
amount of money a single person, 
organization, or political committee can 
contribute to state legislative candidates.
Proposition 68 also has a provision that 
allows for state matching funds for those 
candidates who agree to comply with 
limits on spending for their campaigns. 
Another provision, which wilt provide part 
of the money to be used in campaign mat­
ching funds, will allow a single taxpayer to 
voluntarily decide to contribute up to $3 
of their income tax payments to the fund.
In order to receive state funds, a can­
didate must comply with campaign spen­
ding limits, collect a minimum level of 
private contributions, and be opposed by a 
candidate who has qualified for state mat­
ching funds, or who has more than $35,000 
available to finance a campaign.
Proposition 73 also concerns limiting 
campaign contributions, but it reaches 
down to the local level, whereas Proposi­
tion 68 only concerns state legislative 
candidates.
The proposition would again limit the 
amount of money a candidate for public 
office may receive from each person, 
political committee, or from a political 
party. It would also prohibit transfers of 
funds between individual candidates and
Props 68, 73
their campaign committees, and would 
prohibit state and local elected officials 
from accepting more than $1,000 in gifts 
or honoraria from any one source during a 
calendar year.
The proposition has additional provi­
sions which state that no candidate may 
accept any public funds for the purpose of 
seeking elective office and a candidate also 
may not use public funds to pay for 
newsletters or mass mailings.
Local congressman introduces bill 
to set uniform poll-closing times
By Rob Lorenz
StaH Writer
In the 1980 presidential election, 
Jimmy Carter conceded to Ronald 
Reagan well before the polls closed on 
the West Coast, which left many western 
voters feeling useless and powerless.
Rep. William Thomas of the 20th 
District, which includes San Luis Obispo, 
has introduced a bill to Congress which 
would prevent such a situation from oc­
curring again.
The bill, which passed through the 
House of Representatives in November, 
calls for a uniform poll-closing time in 
presidential election years.
“ The networks could not report results 
until 9:01 p.m. Eastern time,” said Jeff 
Nelligan, Thomas’ press secretary.
If passed, the bill would also affect 
daylight savings time on the West Coast. 
According to Nelligan, the polls would 
close at 9 p.m. on the East Coast, 8 p.m. 
in the Central time zone, and 7 p.m. in 
the Mountain time zone. On the West 
Coast, however, the daylight savings
time would be extended for two weeks 
during presidential election years only. 
The polls would therefore close at 7 p.m. 
on the West Coast as well.
A similar agreement was reached in 
1985 by the three major networks and 
CNN, according to Nelligan. This
agreement was reached after the 1984
election, however, so it only applied to 
state elections. When NBC threatened to 
back away from the agreement, it 
became obvious that something more
See POLLS, back page
Measures A, B, C: Countywide effect assured
By Kelley Cummins
staff Writer
Even if you’re not a registered 
voter in San Luis Obispo, you 
will be affected by Measures A, 
B and C on the June ballot. And 
the changes could be positive or 
negative.
Measure A would approve 
Shell Oil’s onshore processing 
facility on the Nipomo Mesa and 
ensure conditions for operating 
its offshore oil platform.
Measure B deals with the de­
watering plant and small pipeline 
that connects the platform to the 
Chevron/All-American Pipeline 
System.
Measure C allows a 4- to 5-acre
property line adjustment in the 
Nipomo Mesa.
The most controversial of the 
three is Measure A.
Proponents contend that the 
San Miguel Project results from 
seven years of careful planning 
by federal, state and local 
authorities. The San Luis Obispo 
County Board of Supervisors 
unanimously approved the facili­
ty after holding 40 public hear­
ings to research the matter.
According to Shell Oil leaflets, 
there are many safety precau­
tions and positive aspects con­
cerning Measures A, B and C. 
The Shell Oil project meets all 
federal and state standards for 
air quality.
There is a Marine Wildlife Pro­
tection Program to ensure the 
protection of marine life and 
resources.
The proposed de-watering 
complex that extracts water 
from the oil will be painted and 
landscaped to blend in with the 
surroundings.
Water removed during the 
de-watering process at the on­
shore facility will be treated and 
returned to the platform for 
disposal.
Pollution levels from the on­
shore facility will be in strict 
compliance with regulations, and 
Shell Oil will follow a trade-off 
emissions policy.
The project will employ up to
400 temporary workers over a 
six- to 12-month time period and 
will contribute from $50 million 
to $60 million to the San Luis 
Obispo County tax base.
According to leaflets against 
the measures, opponents urge a 
“ no’’ vote on all three measures 
until Measure A arguments are 
resolved. The main objectives are 
environmental issues and that 
the A, B and C controversy sets 
a bad precedent.
This is the first in a series of 
offshore oil projects for San Luis 
Obispo County, since Shell Oil
owns several oil tracts near the 
platform. Opponents state it’s 
important that the project is 
done right because it sets future 
policies.
This side contends that even 
though the facility meets federal 
and sta te  regulations, the 
restrictions are not enough. Fed­
eral standards are poor ones 
which favor industries, and 
neighboring areas such as Santa 
Barbara have much stricter air- 
quality laws. One emphasis is for 
San Luis Obispo to have the 
See MEASURES, back page
YOUR OWN BEDROOM
$234-288 per month
WHY PAY AS MUCH ELSEWHERE AND 
STILL SHARE A ROOM?
DISCOVER THE WOODSIDE DIFFERENCE
■ All Private Bedrooms
■ Furnished (Gas & Heat Paid)
■ Individual Leases
■ Creekside Setting
■ Ample Parking/Friendly Staff
3 8t 4 bedroom apartments now available for 
July 1st or Sept 1st occupancy.
DURING OPEN HOUSE, VISIT OUR MODEL UNIT 
& GET A FREE GIFT CERTIFICATE GOOD AT 
WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA OR THE YOGURT STATION
•  Member of the American 
Opiometric Association
•  Eyecare Consultant for 
Cal Poly Health Center
•  Specializing in Contact 
Lenses
•  All Lens Types Available. 
Including Sleep-In and 
Tinted
•  All Cases Accepted 
Regardless of 
Difficulty
•  Selection of the 
Latest Fashion 
Eyewarc
•  Affordable Fees
•  Student Discounts
“See Me 
To See.”
You’ll like the personal 
attention we give to your total 
eye health and appearance.
You'll appreciate our caring 
staff, expert guidance in frame 
and contact lens selection and 
affordable fees.
Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry 
1029 Chorro Street 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
543-4777
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This guy can draw!
You*ve seen the signature, 
now m eet the guy behind it.
By Hope Hennessy, staff writer
Thousands of Cal Poly students see him everyday and they don’t even know it.He is seen in newspaper illustrations, comic 
strips and countless advertisements throughout San 
Luis Obispo.
In his own right, Grant Shaffer is a local celebrity. 
And though his face may not be famous, his work and 
his signature are.
When he pulls out his credit card, whether it be at the 
gas station or the bookstore, people recognize his name.
At first glance Shaffer looks like he, himself, might 
have stepped out of the panel of a modern-day boy 
wonder comic strip.
Tall and thin with studious round glasses, a shy smile, 
and longish hair that occasionally falls forward over his 
left eye, Shaffer has the little-boy looks that personify 
the imagination that has created more than 900 cartoons 
and illustrations for Mustang Daily in the past four 
years.
His list of past accomplishments is as long as his list 
of goals for the future and it’s not surprising, since 
Shaffer said that he first started drawing when he was 3 
years old.
Since then, Shaffer’s cartooning talent has been 
unstoppable.
“ When I was 5, 1 got my first ‘big break,’ ’’ said Shaf­
fer. “ I drew a picture of Sally Field as the Flying Nun 
and entered it in a contest in the San Francisco Chroni­
cle. I was ecstatic when I won and it was printed in the 
newspaper.’’
That was in 1970. Last year he won first prize for his 
on-the-spot editorial cartoon and first prize for his 
newspaper illustration at the California Intercollegiate 
Press Association competition.
At this year’s CIPA competition, Shaffer won first 
prize for his editorial cartoon and second and third prizes 
for his newspaper illustrations.
No small accomplishment when one considers that he 
was competing with students from 25 universities 
throughout California.
Shaffer’s most recent prize was $500 for his first-place 
commemorative poster for Cuesta College’s 25th Anni­
versary Year.
But if Shaffer’s awards don’t convince you of his tal­
ent, than his freelance work should.
Not only has he done illustrations for local advertise­
ments and real estate brochures, he also illustrated sev­
eral books and is currently the illustrator for Volleyball 
Monthly, an international magazine.
“ It was neat when my friend called me from back East 
and told me he saw the magazine on the stands. He 
opened it up and my work was in there on the other side 
of the country,’’ said Shaffer.
“ It’s a nice feeling having more freelance work than 1 
can handle. It’s nice to be able to pick and choose. I 
could quit school right now and support myself,’’ said 
the senior applied art and design major. “ It’s nice to not
have to worry about money, but I want to have time to 
develop painting and other techniques besides illustra­
tion.’’
Oddly enough, cartooning was never a goal for Shaffer, 
but he and fate must have crossed paths on his first day 
at Cal Poly.
“ On my first day I met Steve Dana, who was then the 
illustrator for Mustang Daily, in a class. He saw my 
work and asked me if I wanted to do some illustrations 
for the paper,’’ said Shaffer. “ I went in and did an il­
lustration that night. The next day, they (the Daily) 
called me and asked me to do another drawing. Since 
then I have been coming in every day.’’
For Shaffer, opening the paper every day is “ getting 
an immediate reward.’’ And having his name next to his 
work is “ like getting free advertising.’’
He also keeps himself busy doing ads for Woodstock’s 
Pizza, Osos Street Subs, Crest Pizza, and a number of 
other local businesses, besides cartooning the familiar 
“ Class Encounters’’ comic strip for the paper.
“ Ten times a day, someone will say something to me 
about my drawings,’’ said Shaffer. “ It’s funny to watch 
people read my cartoons. I’ll be sitting in the Sandwich 
Plant and I’ll hear someone talking about my work. I 
never say anything, even if they criticize it, because I
at aga 5 with thia drawing of tha Fiying Nun.
chose to put myself in the public eye. It’s, not like they 
stole it out of my backpack when I didn’t want anyone 
to see it.’’
Cartooning, however, hasn’t come as easily to Shaffer 
as it seems. He said the hardest part of cartooning is 
thinking of an idea.
“ I consider myself an illustrator trying my hand at 
cartooning. So my cartoons don’t always turn out funny, 
although people assume they always will be,’’ he said.
“ I walk around campus and when I see something, I 
write it down. Whenever I think of an idea or have a 
dream, 1 write it down.’’
And everything Shaffer writes down ultimately ends 
up in a big leather journal that he permanently stores his 
ideas in.
“ Once I was opening my car door, so I put the journal 
on top of the car,’’ said Shaffer. “ Well, I forgot about it 
and drove away. I was driving down Santa Rosa Street 
and it fell off my car. I didn’t know it until a girl on a 
moped stopped me and gave it back. Even though she 
found it before I ever knew it was gone, I would have
been distraught. All those ideas gone forever.’’
Naturally, another way Shaffer gets his cartooning in­
spiration is from reading comic books.
However, Shaffer doesn’t just read comic books. He 
collects them. In fact, he has collected them to the tune 
of nearly 4,(XK) comic books at a total value of between 
$6,(XX) and$I0,(XX).
“ When I was 9, I started putting every dime I had 
toward comic books. I’d study the art, follow the artist, 
and buy according to who drew the comic,’’ he said. 
“ When 1 was 12, I bought the first issue of the Fantastic 
Four for $2(X). Now it’s worth $1,500.
“ It (collecting comic books) has become less of an 
obsession to have the originals. Now I just appreciate 
them, but I used to mail away for them, hunt for them, 
and my parents thought I’d grow out of it. But getting a 
collection together is really exciting,’’ he said.
“ 1 have every Spider Man, every Avengers, and every 
Hulk,’’ Shaffer proudly said. “ And I’ve never considered 
selling them, but that might become a priority later on. 
You can’t drive a collection of comic books.’’
But for now, Shaffer is only looking ahead to more 
immediate plans. This June he will graduate and in 
January, he will begin a two-and-a-half year illustration 
program at the prestigious Art Center in Pasadena.
Eventually, Shaffer hopes to make commercial art a 
career.
“ But I’d like to continue cartooning on the side,’’ he 
said. “ I would love to work for Marvel or DC comics. 
Some people don’t consider it an art, but I look at each 
panel of a comic strip as a painting.’’
Shaffer said the pinnacle of his success will be to il­
lustrate a movie poster or an album cover.
“ After I reach that. I’ll look ahead. I’ll go out and 
party that night, but the next day, ... well, you can’t sit 
on your laurels.
“ I’m always shooting to be a good illustrator. It 
doesn’t surprise me when I keep getting asked to do 
work. I must be up to it,’’ he said. “ If I have a project 
and it’s 3 a.m.. I’ll keep going. I’m proud to say I’ve 
never missed a deadline.’’
Shaffer says that with dedication and confidence in his 
work, not boastfully. And his seemingly endless energy 
radiates as he tells stories that unfold with his drawings.
“ I just like drawing so much that I’ll be here (Mustang 
Daily office) all night and then I’ll go home, and while I 
eat. I’ll doodle,’’ he said.
Lately Shaffer has been feeling pretty good about a 
project he just finished.
“ I wrote, illustrated and typeset a story about a deer 
that was killed in Montano De Oro. It was neat because 
for me it was a new frontier,’’ he said.
“ I am always most proud of the most innovative thing 
I’ve done. I am always looking at the next step, always 
looking ahead,’’ said Shaffer. “ 1 think it’s healthy to 
look at your work and not be 1(X) percent satisfied. It’s 
nice to be extremely satisfied, but it’s also nice to have 
that I percent where you can improve.’’
Despite his perfectionist’s attitude, his unbounding 
talent, and his refreshing down-to-earth charm, you have 
to keep reminding yourself that Shaffer is not a boy 
wonder.
He’s a regular guy who likes to do regular things, like 
partying with friends and swimming, in the little free 
time he has.
But even small-town fame has its price.
“ I’m never introduced as Grant,’’ said Shaffer. “ My 
friends always introduce me as ‘the guy who draws for 
Mustang Daily.' Once, when they did this at a rugby 
party, a girl who had saved all of my cartoons opened 
her blouse and had me autograph her chest ... bare­
breasted!’’
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Main gym renamed for former department head
The newly renam ed Robert A. M ott Physical Education Building
TwnTOTnnET
life  Styles
FAMILY HAIR CARE
* 2  tor I haircuts $10.00 
•  perm  $25.00
565 1/2 Higuera St. 546-8225
no appointment needed
Career Decisions:
Want 
a job?
x:No
Yes
Go to the 
beach
Need a 
resume?
Yes
Is quality 
important?
Yes
Is price 
important?
Yes
In a hurry?
Good Luck!
Type your resume 
and get copies made
Get a PDQ Resume from 
Tintype Graphic Arts -  the 
price is $39.95*
Yes
Get a PDQ Resume from 
Tintype Graphic Arts -  
normal turn-around is 
three days -  we can do it 
faster if you need it**.
Get a PDQ Resume from 
Tintype Graphic Arts -  it’s 
the best deal in the final 
analysis.
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An announcem ent in your best interest from
Producers of the PDQ Resume 
2226 Beebee Street • San Luis Obispo • 544-9789
‘ Includes typeset copy, 25 Xerox copies and matching envelopes and stationery sheets. 
“ Rush charges apply to turn-around less than three days.
By Karin Holtz
staff Writer
Cal Poly’s main gym now has a 
new name.
The CSU Trustees last week 
approved the renaming of Cal 
Poly’s Main Gym to the Robert 
A. Mott Physical Education 
Building to honor the 31-year 
head of the physical eduction 
department. Cal Poly President 
Warren Baker made the request.
Mott, who was a faculty 
member from 1946 to 1978, 
served on overseas assignments 
on university projects in Zambia, 
Uganda, Somalia and Ethiopia. 
With the help of three others, he 
set up a complete college in 
Lusaka, Zambia, in a three-year 
project backed by Cal Poly and 
the governments of Great Bri­
tain and Zambia.
Mott also served as head 
baseball coach, and began a 
summer workshop program for
physical education and athletic 
coaching which has been copied 
all over the nation and in foreign 
countries.
From 1959 to 1960, Mott serv­
ed as state chairman of the 
C alifo rn ia  A ssociation for 
Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation, and Dance and he 
received its Honor Award when 
he retired from Cal Poly.
In Mott’s opinion, his impor­
tant contributions to Cal Poly 
were “ the physical education and 
coaching staff that was selected 
over the years,’’ and his in­
strumental part in helping to 
plan the facilities that have been 
given his name.
“ When I started here we didn’t 
have the buildings like we have 
now ... and we didn’t have all the 
facilities that are in the program 
now in physical education and 
athletics,’’ Mott said. “ We had 
Crandall Gym, but it couldn’t 
take care of the students even
then. It would have been im­
possible with the program today.
“ So the students are a lot more 
fortunate today than they were 
32 years ago,’’ Mott said.
Currently Cal Poly’s program 
is “ at least as good as, if not bet­
ter, than most programs,’’ Mott 
said. “ We’re proud of the pro­
gram we have.’’
Since his retirement, Mott has 
not ceased to be a part of the 
program he is so proud of. He is 
still involved with the summer 
workshops and other areas of the 
physical education department. 
“ I’m there to help and to be a 
consultant,’’ Mott said.
Mott was surprised by the 
building renaming, but honored. 
“ I was very pleased because 
anything that Poly does I’m 
happy with and because of the 
fact that they thought enough of 
me to work out a program like 
this so I can still be involved 
with the university.’’
Printer Closeout
EPSON DX-10 
Letter Quality 
Printer
IBM COMPATABLE • APPLE II 
REGULAR PRICE $295
SALE PRICE $99
EPSON AP-80 
Utility Printer
DOT MATRIX RS-232 
SERIAL INTERFACE 
FOR USE WITH APPLE II OR 
MACINTOSH COMPUTERS
REGULAR PRICE $295
SALE PRICE $99
LIMITED SUPPLY • ALL CLOSEOUT SALES ARE FINAL
MEl Corral C^lefl Bookstore
LO O KIN G  FOR A  QUIET 
PLACE TO UVE?
■ " .'i '.a '.4;.
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I  If you hove ever heard o f’ j  
i MURRAY ST. STATION^i-;,!: V ’ 
you know our reputation for:
Quiet furnished apartments In a  garden setting -  Heated swimming pool -  BBQ and  
laundry facilities throughout -  Sun deck -  all within walking distance to Cal-Poly
For the first time ever: 10 month contracts are available on both one bedroom as 
well os two bedroom apartments 12 month contracts offer substantial savings on 
aH floor plans
DON T GET CAUGHT PAYING PREMIUM RATES FOR A POOR SELECTION!
SUMMER IS ONLY WEEKS AWAY. AVOID THE CONFUSION AND HASSLE OF SHOPPING AT THE LAST 
MINUTE
Murray Street Station is now leasing lor fair Stop by soon, no appointment Is 
needed, to see a  variety of apartments M-F 8-5;00. or Sat 9-12:00,
Murray Street Station 
1262 Murray Ave., SLO, CA  
(005)641-3856
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Student SUMA T
Group formed to put spirit back into Cal Poly athletics
By Christine Kohn
staff Writer
In an attempt to raise Cal Po­
ly’s enthusiasm for athletics, 
S tudent SUMAT is being 
created.
“ In the late 1960s, there was 
tremendous spirit at Cal Poly — 
bonfires before every game, 
cheerleaders and songleaders at 
every event. Since then, spirit 
has eroded,” said Tom Kline, 
president of SUMAT, Supporters 
of Mustang Athletic Teams, the 
statewide fund-raising organiza­
tion for Cal Poly athletics.
In order to increase student 
participation at home games, 
promote all athletic teams and 
mostly just have fun. Student 
SUMAT will be active beginning 
in fall with football.
Kline, a former national cham­
pion wrestler at Cal Poly, stipu­
lated that, ‘it’s not an attempt on 
our part to fund-raise, just an at­
tempt to have fun.”
Tailgating in Poly Grove be­
fore football games will continue 
next year with maybe a cheering
section at the games and 
possibly a rooter bus or two, said 
Denise Mendonca, SUMAT pro­
gram assistant and adviser for 
Student SUMAT. “ We would 
like to get fraternities, sororities 
and clubs to participate as 
groups with Student SUMAT.”
Other activities include being 
involved in the Mike Krukow 
golf tournament in November. 
Krukow is a pitcher for the San 
Francisco Giants and a Cal Poly 
graduate.
Theme nights for home 
volleyball and basketball games 
are also being considered, said 
Mike Foerstel, Student SUMAT 
vice president.
“ For volleyball, when we play 
Hawaii — the national champs — 
we were thinking about having a 
Rambo night and dressing in fa­
tigues and war paint, just to 
have fun and get people involv­
ed,” said Foerstel. “ It’s an ad­
vantage to get as many people 
and as much noise in the gym as 
possible and scare the other 
team.”
Ideally, enthusiasm and stu­
dent participation at games will 
eventually be proportional to 
larger schools back east, said 
Kline.
Kline said the decline in en­
thusiasm at Cal Poly over the 
years is not just the students’ 
fault, but that faculty and alum­
ni are at fault too.
“ At one time there was a pep 
club that recruited interested 
students, but once the faculty 
adviser position was stopped be­
ing paid, spirit eroded,” said 
Kline.
“ As a fairly academic school, a 
lot of people don’t think it’s cool 
to go out and support athletics,” 
said Foerstel. “ Also, with a 
Division II standing, I think 
some students get discouraged 
that we don’t get a lot of publici­
ty, although we have a really 
strong history in Division II 
athletics.”
Student SUMAT will be ap­
proved by ASI by the end of the 
quarter, and activities will begin 
in fall, speculated Foerstel.
Horvath pole vaulting his way to NCAA 
Division I national track championships
By Diane Wright
staff Writer
One member of the men’s 
track team will be representing 
Cal Poly at the NCAA Division I 
National Championships at the 
University of Oregon this week.
Steve Horvath became the 
NCAA Division II national 
champion in pole vault last week 
with his 17-9 jump.
To qualify in the Division I 
Nationals, pole vaulters had to 
jump at least 17-5.
The meet’s qualifying trials are 
being held today. Although there 
is not a specific height require­
ment for participation in the 
finals on Friday, only the top 12 
vaulters will compete.
Head coach Tom Henderson 
said, “ Steve’s greatest strength 
is his consistency, and that will 
do him very well up there.”
In previous meets, Horvath 
has jumped consistently at 17-5 
or higher. Horvath said he thinks 
he can jump much higher than 
that.
Henderson said several com­
petitors in today’s trials have 
vaulted 18-0 or higher in
previous meets. He said Horvath 
will be really challenged for the 
first time all season. “ This is the 
first meet of the year Steve goes 
in as the underdog,” Henderson 
said.
Horvath said his first goal is to 
jump 18-0-1/4 in the trials and 
then 18-3-1/4, the Olympic trials 
qualifying standard.
Horvath has jumped 18-0 
many times in practice but he 
has not yet reached that height 
officially at a meet.
Horvath is the first Cal Poly 
track team member to be in the 
NCAA Division I Nationals since 
Ron Waynes became the national 
champion in the long jump in 
1983.
Another signed for 1988-89 
women’s basketball team
Gina Cardinet, a 5-10 for­
ward out of DeAnza Junior 
College, has signed a national 
letter of intent to play on the 
Cal Poly women’s basketball 
team for the 1988-89 season.
Last season Cardinet was 
named most valuable player in 
the Golden Gate Conference,
as she averaged 20 points and 
seven rebounds a game. As a 
freshman, she averaged 18 
points and seven rebounds a 
game.
She was a three-year starter 
for Leigh High School in San 
Jose.
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ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING HIGH RENT?
A Mustang Village TOWNHOUSE can help ease your 
financial worries. Starting at just $170/mo. per person, our 
fully furnished Townhouses include 1 1/2 bathrooms, and 
microwaves in a quiet, secure setting. Stop by for a tour or 
call us for more iriformation.
IMUglANG VILLAGES
1 Mustang Dr, SLO 543-4950
QSOS STREET SUBg
S A N D W I C H E S  A N D  S P I R I T S
"Time to hit the show ers and 
O sos St Subs. The best 
sandw iches in town. We deiiver! 
h060 Osos st. 541-0955
o s o s  STREET StH<
táwowicwtt ‘4N0
I $.50 OFF I
I  Any size sandwich. Limit one coupon ■
_ per sandwich per customer
j^5^-0955_ Exp 6/7/88 1060 Osos St.^
o s o s  STREET SUPq
tAMOWiCMtS ANO ISlNITI
541-0955
2 FREE DRINKS
W /A N Y  SIZE SANDW ICH
(limit: one coupon per customer)
Exp 6/7/88 loeoOsosSt.
ECONO LUBE n TUNE 1
.00
_____ OFF
ourT^ing  mirror  finish
with this coupon 
Expires July 4, 1988
A specialized paint conditioning process which increases 
the reflectivity of your vehicles finish, without using a wax 
or sealant. The shine is guaranteed for (3) full years. No 
wax or touch-ups necessary. Complete interior and 
engine detailing also available upon request.
Call today for com plete price quotes
M ING  AUTO  APPEARANCE C EN TER
30 M inute DRIVE THRU
T u n e -U p  SPE C IA L !
$ 5 0 0 OFF
N O W O N L Y 4 C y l. $34.96 Reg. $39.98 
N O W O N L Y e C y l. $39.98 Reg. $44.98 
N O W O N L Y 8 C y l. $ 4 4 9 6  Reg. $49.98
Set timing and dwell to specifications 
' Adjust carburetor idle speed 
' 8,000 mi./8 Months guaranteed 
' Electronic engine an^sis 
' New spark plugs
W / COUPON MOST CARS 
Not to  be  used w ith any o ther offers 
COUPON EXRRES AUG. 31,1988
286 HIGUERA 544-2976
285 South Street, Suite L 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
(805) 544-1818 
Open M-F 7:30-5:30 
Sat. 7:30-2:30
DAIHATSU
1488 CHARADE from JAPAN
The class of its class!
J.D. Powers S  Assoc.
Tinted G loss- 
Intermittent W ipers-
Full Carpeting Remote Hatch 8 
Fuel Door Opener
HARADE
a s
Elec. Fuel Injected Engine 
42M PG EPA
Steel Belted Rodiols 
5 Speed Trans.
Fully Independent Suspension
$ ] 4 J 4 4
6^654’ o X  *654
**
mo.
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GROVE M O T O R S
Sales •  Service •  Parts
943-0«32 •  121« MONTEREY. SLO
aaO * BRUSHLESS
OFF
( a n y  p a i d  c a r  w a s h )
(1 c o u p o n  p e r  v e h i c l e )
2 1 1 0  B r o a d  S t .  1 9 8 8  5 4 3 . 2 1  i q
S a n  L u i s  O b is p o
S-15 JIMMY
GET VALUE PACKAGE 
SAVINGS ON AN 
S-15 JIMMY.
Campsite transportation or downtown concerts, o G M C Truck 
S-15 Jimmy goes well with anything. And right now, you con 
save money on o versatile S-15 Jimmy with o Value Package that 
has the following list of equipment:
Standard trim •
2.8-liter V-6 engine •
(standard on 4 X 4) •
Power steering •
(standard on 4 X 4)
Deep-tinted glass 
Gage Package
Reclining seatbacks 
Folding rear seat 
Halogen headlamps 
Heavy-duty shock 
absorbers
•  Spare-tire cover
•  Transfer-case shield
Intermittent wipers ( 4 X 4  only)
Don't miss the fun of a G M C  Truck S-15 Jimmy, or the savings 
you can get now. See us tcxJay for full details on how this Value 
Package con save you money.
PLEASE NOTE: The vehicle shown may not accurately depict all the 
product features offered in this Value Pc 
Savings based on price of
options package vs. price of 
options purchased separately. _
B M C I t r u c k
rrSNOTIUSTATOUCIi
ANYMORE.
B u ic k
P o n t ia c
GMC
Subaru
Isuzu
Saab
* A fte r the sale, it's the service that counts’ 
1404 Auto Park Way 
Just off 101 & Los Osos Valley Road 
543.4745 or 238-3385
Your Diploma and a Job is all you need!|
ATASCADERO FORD
3850 El Camino Real, Atas. 466-9464
COLOR GLOW WEST
AUTO PAINTING
2550  BROAD STREET, SAN LUIS OBISPO 5 4 4 -6 5 2 7  
SEVEN STEPS TO QUALITY 
■ —  AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD!
Machine Sand Exterior of Car 
Spot Prime Bare Metal 
Hand Sand Exterior 
Mask All Windows & Chrome
• Apply 3 Coats of Polyuretheuie
• Oven Bake
• Detail Exterior of Car
3 YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE FREE INSURANCE ESTIMATES
ALSO AVAILABLE
Acrylic l y e a r  q u a r a n te e ......  ...........Only $248.88
Deluxe Acrylic 2 y e a r  q u a r a n te e .....  ...........Only $348.88
Polyurethane 3 y e a r  q u a r a n te e ................ Only $398 88
AÜTOBODY, PAINT & TINT SHOP
Quality Autobody & Paint Work
■ 3 > GERMAN AUTO
Miller's
UNOCAL®
$ 10.00
For most cars
Complete oil change and filter 
(service and oil included)
Millar's U N O C A L®  offers
• Tune-Ups
• Brakes
• Air conditioning
• Tires and Batteries
• • Com plete car care
1340 Toft
(off of California) 543-2631
SLO, Calif.
1 s t
STOP
BEAR VALLEY 
 ^ AUTO PARTS
Complete Line of
Foreign and Domestic 
Parts
* Serving South San Luis Obispo, 
Laguna Lake and Los Verdes Park
12308 Los Osos Valley Rd 
San Luis Obispo,Ca. 549-8616
Coupon
BEAR VALLEY AUTO PARTS 
Buy 3 Sparkplugs 
Get 1 FREE!
(most cars) 
expires 6/15/88
$ 25.<^off d m  Window Tinting
(some restrictions apply) 
Coupon expires July 1,1988
FREE ESTIMATES
Insurance work gladly accepted. 
We stand behind all collision repairs.
731 Buckley Rd. San Luis Obispo, 541-4938
Sunset Honda*s 
Dealin* Daze!
75 N e w  H o n d a s in  s to r e  a n d  a r r iv in g  d a ily ! 
In  iB ct w e ’r e  o v e r sto c k e d  s o  w r ite  y o u r  
o w n  d e a l a n d  sa v e  lik e  n e v e r  b e fo r e  o n
All New Accord Coupe DX & LXI 
Accord SedaiMNdatchbacks
DX-LX-LXI
F in a n c e  M a n a g er  o n  d u ty  fo r  o n -th e -sp o t  
c r e d it o k s  in c lu d in g
100%  N o  M o n e y  D o w n !
w ith  ju s t  o k  cred it!
Used Car Manager here at all tim es to offer 
Top Dollar Trade In!
Trade on your car paid for or not w e want 
your trade in!
"Shop Sunset and Savef
_____ 12250 Los Osos Valley Rd., SLO________
S e n i o r s  ¿ in d  G r a d  S t u d e n t s :
M/\KE
CREDTT
HISTORY
Geta new
Chevrolet Car or Truck 
and $400  and 
defer your first 
payment
U ntil S ep tem ber!
Congratulations, graduates! 
We think you deserve credit for 
all that hard work. That’s why we 
offer the GMAC College Graduate 
Rnance Plan to  help pu t you into 
a new (INSERT).
The plan gets you go ing on 
a credit history. And it gets you 
$400 plus a 90-day deferm ent o f 
start o f payments. This deferral 
o f payment option is not available
in connection w ith other GMAC 
piograms. Rnance charges accrue 
from the date o f purchase.
You’ve earned your turn at 
the wheel. And we want to  help 
you ge t it. So see us soon for a 
great dea l—and details about the 
CjMAC  College Graduate Rnance 
Plan. GMAC is an Equal Credit 
O pportunity Company.
It Acprtvit 0 Cfttt 
Al wM« lutiKl W P»«» Mit MimnsNEB
C hevrolet, M ercedes Henx & R. V. C en ter
* Al tMMt to mentit Ptut 
MU Frrti ptfrmeni end imentt
OPEN
SUNDAYS q o L D  m e d a l  d e a l e r  543-5752
CAI.I.K .»OAQL'IN. HAS I.UIS OniSPO (I.OCATFD JUST OFF LOS OSOS VAI.I.EY WD. * IIWY. 101)
/ v ^
CAL POLY I.D. CARDS
Have you ever lost your I.D. card? 
Has your new or replacement card 
come in but you haven't picked it up?j 
Come by and see the photo I.D.
Office between 12-4pm, Mon.-Fri., 
or call 7 5 6 -2 6 1 4
i
We mai; what \;ou're looking fori
BIRTH CONTROL . . .
YOU'RE TOO SMART NOT TO USE IT.
For confidential birth control 
and reproductive health care 
information
Call 963-5801
Planned Parenthood
518 Garden St. 
Santa Barbara
WHY DO MORE CAL POLY 
STUDENTS CHOOSE TO LIVE 
AT MUSTANG VILLAGE?
L O C A T IO N -  ACRO SS TH E  STR E ET FRO M  CAL 
------------------------------  PO LY
L O C A T IO N -  18 ACRES, 2 C R EEK S, NATURAL
W O O D E D  O PEN  SPACE
LOCATION -  C O N V EN IE N T TO  BANKS, 
----------------------------SH O PPIN G  AND RESTAURANTS
Microwave Ovens In Every Apartment
U N I Q U E -  PRIVATE PARK & BBQ AREA  
LARGE- LAWN AREAS W ITH  BBQ’S
BEAUTIFUL- NATURE W ALK/JOGGING PATH (in park
and creek)
MODERN- LAUNDRY FACILITIES (5 located throughout 
complex)
B E S T -  CLIMATE AREA IN SAN LUIS O BISPO
RESERVED PARKING -  (AND G UEST PARKING)
A SSU R ES TEN A N TS A PLACE TO  PARK NEAR CAL 
POLY AT ALL T IM ES
Year Round Heated Pool, Security, Full-time 
Maintenance. Fully furnished townhouses availble 
from $170/mo. per person. Private studio 
apartments in a quiet, scenic setting from $370/mo. 
or $339/mo.on a 12 mo. lease.
IMiyWANG VIIXACE'
1 Mustang Drive, San Luis Obispo 
Office OPEN Mon-Sat 9am-5pm 
543-4950 ________
i P i z z a  
on tfis. 
Ú £ .n t x a [  
Ú o a ú
$ 2.00
OFF
Any Large Pizza 
WE DELIVER - 549-9392
COPIES
FULLSERVICE 
or SELF SERVE
phuOOLLATm Oat 
VO aZT&A CKAB0B
2318 Broad St., SLO 
^E xp ires  June 15, 1988
With coupon
one coupon per custom ejj
844-3688
In the Foothill Plaza 
775 Foothill • SLO
HELD OVER FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!
PRICE: 3 MONTHS ONLY $59!
A T  CALENDAR GIRL
Enjoy a  summer of health  
a n d  fitness with 10 dcoly 
aerobic classes, personalized 
weight training, stair m aster 
m achine, aerocycles, showers, 
lockers, a n d  more!
CALENDAR GIRL
Complete Fitness for Women 
964 Foothill Blvd, University Square
543-3465
SPRING
HAS
SPRUNG!!
And that means it's time for
SPRING CLEARANCE
HURRY IN FOR BEST SELECTION ON 
GIFTS AND CLOTHING!!
M a y 2 5 - J u n e l O
EIQ>rroJ Bookstore

IS THIS H O W  
Y O U R  M ECH AH IC  
SIG H S H IS W O R K
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If the mechanic who services your car is careless in the places you can see, just think what he might have done in the places you can’t.
At German Auto we provide the conscientious, expert 
service your high performance car needs for trouble-free 
driving.
So choose German Auto. We’ve been signing our work 
with customer satisfaction since 1970. Call us today for 
an appointment.
Trust German Auto
Specializing m Porsche Audi. SW^V■Ä Volkswagen Automobiles
273 Pacific Street, San Luis Obispo 543-7473
Shepherd &  Shepherd
FAMILY DENTISTRY
Cleaning, exam & necessary X-rays
$49.95 regu larly  $76.00
15% d isc o u n t for a ll o th e r  d e n ta l
n e e d s  w ith  s tu d e n t  I.D . ca rd
open 10:00 am to 9:00 pm Mon.-Thurs. 
10:00 am to 4:00 pm Fri.
Central Coast Plaza 
Expiration June 17, 1988 
541-8144
Supply bus leaves for Nicaragua
By Shelly Evans
staff Writer
Two local activists for the 
homeless joined seven trucks in a 
50-truck veteran’s convoy Friday 
carrying school and medica* 
supplies to Managua, Nicaragua.
Brad Goans, former director of 
the Zedakah House bus program, 
and Tori Brown, Salvation Army 
homeless program director, spent 
three weeks gathering children’s 
clothes, pencils, paper, chalk 
boards, band aids, neosporin and 
aspirin to fill a bus that used to 
sleep 17 homeless men in San 
Luis Obispo.
The seven trucks left the Unity 
Church in San Luis Obispo at 
9:30 a.m. Friday.
The su p p lie s  w ill be 
transported to Nicaragua via the 
Veteran’s Peace Convoy, a group 
of 50 trucks and buses driven by
veterans who oppose U.S. in­
volvement in Nicaragua.
Once organized, convoy of­
ficials divided the United States 
into four areas where trucks and 
buses throughout the area met at 
chosen cities to travel together 
to Austin, Texas. In Austin, 
members of the convoy will 
receive general instructions and 
non-violence training. On June 
17, the convoy will leave Austin 
for the first time as a group and 
drive to Nicaragua, a trip ex­
pected to take 10 days, Goans 
said.
Goans argues that although 
the convoy is not trying to make 
a po litical sta tem ent, the 
presence of American veterans in 
Nicaragua is political.
“ We’re not talking politics,’’ 
Goans said, “ but how can you do 
something like this and not have
IKAPLAN
SttNUT H UrtM IMCDKNUl ONTBl n .
wiurinou
DON^ GH
INfOlHEGRADSCHOOL or
YOUR CHOKE?
Sure, there zue other 
schoc^. But why settle? 
Kaplan prep courses help 
students raise their scores 
arKl their cliarwes of 
being admitted into their 
nrst-choice schools. Fact 
is. rK> one has helped 
students score h^herl
OTHER COURSES. MCAT, DAT, NQEX, NTE. CPA, BAR REVIEW. & OTHERS
ENROLLING NOW! Visit us at 
our center, 6464 Hollister, #7, 
Goleta, CA 93117. Or call us 
days, evenings or weekends. Our 
phone number: (805) 685-5767.
FOR PEOPLE WHO CARE ABOUT THEIR STUDIES!
Live In A Quiet, Private Studio
Beautiful creekside setting, reserved and guest 
parking, 5-minute walk to Cal Poly, excellent security. 
From $370/mo. Call us for more info.
)MlfflANG VIHJ^ GE^
1 Mustang Dr, SLO 543-4950
it be political? We’re still helping 
the people. Reagan’s trying to 
kill.’’
“ It’s not political in as far as 
the people involved don’t agree 
with Reagan’s approach,’’ Brown 
said. “ All the aid is humanitarian 
— not to one side.’’
Brown said she realizes the 
danger of going to Nicaragua as 
an American.
“ We know there’s a possibility 
of getting hurt,’’ Brown said. 
“ Some days I’ll say, ‘I think it’s 
great,’ and other days I’ll say, ‘1 
think you’re crazy and you’re go­
ing to get killed.’ I’ve been told 
the worst thing I have to fear is 
the water. There’s a lot of germs 
in the water.’’
Brown said there will be a week 
of celebration to welcome the 
convoy into Managua. Although 
Goans said he doesn’t expect 
Nicaraguan President Daniel 
Ortega to attend the celebration, 
he wouldn’t be surprised if 
Ortega was scheduled to speak to 
the group.
The school supplies carried in 
Goans’ bus will go to a day-care 
center in Managua that is 
“ twinned” with a Los Osos day­
care center through Madre, a na­
tional support organization be­
tween the United States and 
Nicaragua.
The bus, affectionately named 
the “ Big Banana,” will be 
donated to a Nicaraguan school 
when Goans and Brown return to 
San Luis Obispo in late 
September.
/I
C L A S S  R I N G S
Now is the time tc^make 
your choice. Because 
every ArtCarved college 
ring—from handsome 
traditional to contempo­
rary styles— is on sale 
now! You’ll he impressed 
with the fine ArtCarved 
craftsmanship that’s 
backed by a Full Lifetime 
Warranty. And you’ll 
appreciate the savings. 
Don’t miss out!
The Quality.
The Craftsmanship.
The Reivard You Deserve.
Deposit Required  
C 1987 ArtCarved Clait Rings.
May 31 - June 3 
1 0 - 4  pm
El GdiíqI Bookstore
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From page 1
know how to work with different 
kinds of people.”
A school that more closely 
reflects the state’s population is 
U.C. Berkeley, which has a popu­
lation of 18 percent Hispanic and 
12 percent Afro-American stu­
dents.
Berkeley was suggested as a 
statewide ethnic model for other 
universities by Assemblyman 
John Vasconcellos, who said all 
academic institutions should 
shift their focuses to meet the 
needs of these C aliforn ia
tuasn€ommm
residents.
“ It’s a matter of survival for 
the university and our responsi­
bility to reach out to under­
represented students,”  said 
Cindee Bennett-Thompson, Rela­
tions with Schools counselor.
Although the educational op­
portunity program (EOF) has ex­
isted for 20 years at Cal Poly, 
this is the first year the universi­
ty has had to deal with ethnic 
diversity, said Pezo-Silva.
The next five years are critical 
in keeping up with the state’s 
changing population, he said.
The university plans to target 
under-represented  students, 
primarily Hispanic and Afro- 
American students, whose
numbers in college are much 
lower than the percentage in the 
general population.
Why does Cal Poly fall so short 
in reflecting the state’s ethnic 
makeup?
University administrators do 
not have a general consensus 
about what makes Cal Poly so 
“ white.”
“ The biggest concentration of 
minorities live in urban areas, so 
it’s cheaper to stay at home 
rather then to go to Cal Poly,” 
said Frank Lebens, associate vice 
p re s id e n t o f A cadem ic 
Resources.
Roger Swanson, associate vice 
president of Enrollment Support 
Services, said, “ It’s hard to at-
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tract minority students to this 
campus — we’re competing with 
Stanford, Berkeley and other 
U.C. schools who have more 
resources to offer more scholar­
ships.”
Pezo-Silva believes a minority 
environment is an important fac­
tor in attracting ethnic students 
to a university, although there is 
no tangible evidence to support 
this.
“ You have to feel you belong in 
order to be successful,” he said.
The CSU challenged Cal Poly 
and other campuses with a 1986 
report called “ Educational Equi­
ty in the CSU — Which Way the 
Future?” which reviewed ex­
isting minority programs and 
recommended policies to attract 
minorities to the CSU system.
“ 1 view this report as the most 
important educational blueprint 
in the state of California,” 
Reynolds wrote in the plan.
Cal Poly responded with its 
own Educational Equity Plan 
setting goals and guidelines to 
increase its enrollment, retention 
and g raudation  of under­
represented students.
Lebens believes this is an im­
portant goal for Cal Poly.
“ We haven’t done a good job 
of educational equity in this 
campus, you can see that,” he
said. “ As an educational facility, 
we have a responsibility to that 
population.”
Lebens serves on a committee 
which recommended that Cal Po­
ly’s lottery funds go toward the 
implementation of educational 
equity.
“ We have strong support for 
improving this at Cal Poly,” said 
Walter Harris, SAS outreach 
counselor. “ There’s a lot of sup­
port upstairs, from the president 
on down.”
Director of Admissions Dave 
Snyder sees increases not only in 
enrollment of under-represented 
students, but also in the number 
of qualified applicants.
“ We’re moving slowly, but in a 
very positive direction,” Snyder 
said.
Cal Poly’s equity plan has 
targeted a future student popu­
lation of about 10 percent 
Hispanic, 3 percent Afro- 
American and 73 percent Cauca­
sians for fall 1989. By the year 
2000, the goal is to have one- 
quarter Hispanic, about 8 per­
cent Afro-Amercian and 53 per­
cent Caucasian population.
The plan assumes CSU appli­
cants will reflect the income and 
ethnic makeup of California high 
schools, which is a very am­
bitious goal, said Snyder.
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College Book Company Presents
TEXTBOOK BUY BACK
AT TWO L OCATIONS. DURING FINALS
In front of El Corral Bookstore
June  6-10 ,  8am - 4pm
On the lawn near Engr. West
June  6 -10 ,  8 :30am  - 3 :30pm
EIGMiQllSkSiBookstoie
BUYBACK CONTEST
When you sell your textbooks back, 
receive a Grad Sale Buck good for an 
extra dollar off during the El Corral 
Bookstore Grad Sale, June 6-10.
Check the number of your Grad Sale 
Buck at El Corral Bookstore and if the 
number matches one posted you have 
won a gift certificate valued up to $50.
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From page 1
Peter Frank, 34, is a 1977 Cal 
Poly graduate with a degree in 
industrial technology. He has a 
special interest in parks and 
wildland preservation and is 
concerned about making sure 
that the community has enough 
to offer young people.
On growth: “ Developers
always seem to find loopholes 
Growth management plan needs 
to be updated constantly because 
times change. There should be 
close cooperation between the 
campus and the community to 
help students feel more adjusted 
to the area.”
On offshore oil: “ I’m opposed. 
We have a beautiful coastline, 
and they d o n ’t have the 
technology to prevent hazards
such as spills, which can cause 
severe damage for many years to 
come.”
On toxic fuel shipments: “ I 
don’t think it’s a major concern 
as long as shipments are 
prevented in highly populated 
areas.”
On city councils: “ 1 think there 
should be close cooperation, and 
I’m very strong on making sure 
that there is close cooperation 
between my own voice and that 
of the people.”
On the biggest issue facing the 
county: “ Water is probably the 
biggest issue, even though I’m 
very concerned about wildlife 
and wildland management. We 
are hurting for water; it’s affec­
ting agriculture in a lot of dif­
ferent ways. It is important and 
it must be thought of now. I 
would like the engineering 
department to do more research 
on building more reservoirs and
j x G O L D C W C Ö T
The Perfect Grad Gift...
20% OFF
All Pearl Jewelry
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in turn building more park areas 
for fishing.”
Gerald Munger, 4S, of San Luis 
Obispo, a former City Council 
member, is active in a number of 
community organizations and 
owns a restaurant in Arroyo 
Grande.
On growth: “ We need a growth 
m an ag em en t o rd in a n c e
developed within the Board of 
Supervisors through public hear­
ings so we can come up with a 
solution we can all live with. I 
think the initiative process is so 
very dangerous because you 
can’t make any changes without 
having another election. I’m a 
moderate on growth.”
On offshore oil: “ I’m not crazy 
about offshore oil. Particularly in 
District 3, tourism is so impor­
tant to all the beach com­
munities, 1 wouldn’t want to 
dampen the spirits there. I am 
supporting Measures A, B and C 
because I believe these are the 
most stringent standards ever 
given to any oil company. If we 
don’t accept these measures, the 
facility will be moved, Santa 
Barbara County will receive the 
remuneration and we’ll still have 
the offshore platform out there 
and no control over the emis­
sions.”
On toxic fuel shipments: “ The 
cities were the proper place for 
that to be handled because they 
represented the people who were 
concerned. I think it was all 
handled pretty well, and I don’t 
know that the county could have 
added anything.”
On city councils: “ Com­
munication is the word. Any kind 
of assistance that the county can 
give should be available. If I had 
been a supervisor, I would have 
sat down with the group trying 
to work out the Oak Park inter­
change since it has an impact on 
people traveling thoughout the 
county.”
On the biggest issue facing the 
county: “ I would really have to 
say it is services: water, sewer, 
police, roads and hospitals. The 
county has to take on what the 
cities can’t, like a master county 
plan for water. The county lets 
down the cities if they don’t 
make that available and follow 
through on their commitments.”
Rod Idler, 37, has given up ac­
tive participation in running his 
family’s business to work on his 
campaign and plans to be a full­
time supervisor if elected. He has 
served on the national board of 
directors for an appliance 
dealers’ association.
\ >
On growth: “ Growth is in­
evitable. Controlling growth can 
be done by utilization of 
technologies that we have in 
order to plan it so that San Luis 
Obispo County can continue to 
be the type of county that we all 
know and love.”
On offshore oil: “ I am a propo­
nent of Measures A, B and C. If 
the county votes no and Shell 
decides to take it a few miles 
down the road, we’ll still have all 
of the possible detriments with 
no control whatsoever. We need 
to be as stringent as possible 
with environmental controls.”
On toxic fuel: “ I think the 
county and the supervisors 
should have been more actively 
involved in standing up and be­
ing counted and saying, ‘hey 
folks, we are just not using good 
logic here.’ ”
On city councils: “ What’s
happened is you’ve got cities go­
ing in one direction and the 
county going in another in an 
atmosphere of confrontation. 
This can’t go on; 1 respect the 
autonomy of the cities and it’s 
necessary, but let’s work within 
the framework of cooperation. 
The county can’t dictate to the 
cities, nor do we want to, but we 
can work together. Let’s get 
together on a weekly basis so 
that we can talk. We’re going to 
disagree and that’s OK but at 
least we’ll be able to generate 
some ideas.”
On the biggest issue facing the 
county: “ Without a doubt, it’s 
growth. We’re at a crossroads. 
San Luis Obispo County is going 
to grow, and there’s nothing 
wrong with growth. If there was 
no growth, we San Luis Obispo 
natives would be awfully lone­
some. We want to share what 
this beautiful area has to offer, 
but let’s share it in a fashion 
that’s not going to be detrimen­
tal to us that are here or to those 
who are coming in.”
SUPER
Quality
f /
'WOODSTOCK'S
TIZZA
1015 Court St. SLO We Deliver
5 4 1  - 4 4 2 0
$1.50 OFF
any Woodstock's Special
(4 items for the price of 5) •
one coupon per pizza exp. 6/23/88 MD
Order of Garlic Bread 
with any Woodstock's Pizza
one coupon per pizza exp. 6/23/88 MD
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C L A S S I  FI ICI)
SAILING CLUB
Last meeting this wed 8pm sci e45 
BE THERE OR V\<^ LK THE PLANKI
SCUBA CLUB
END OF THE YEAR BANQUET
FRIDAY, JUNE 3 7:30PM 
For reservations call Ami 543-8552
SOCIETY OF MAN. ENGR. SME
YEAR END MEETING June 2 
BLDG 36 RM 106 
INFO:ROB 549-9297
**«***n b a  s p e c ia l*******
Refill any pitcher V2 price during 
NBA gameslll
CHAPTER 1
Foothill Plaza
CAN YOU TEACH???
THE CRAFT CENTER NEEDS SOME 
INSTRUCTORS FOR SUMMER! YOU NAME
THE CRAFT! MORE INFO AT X I266
CELEBRATE W / THE GRADUATE YOU 
KNOW BY SENDING THEM A GREAT 
BIG COLORFUL BALLOON BOUQUET 
FREE MYLAR W /13 BALLOONS $11.95 
6 for $6.00 FREE DELIVERY 
•HERE’S TO YOU’ CALL 544-4759
CLEARANCE SALE 
SAVE 40-60% ON SLIGHTLY WORN 
OR DISCONTINUED BOOKS-NOW THRU 
JUNE 3rd AT EL CORRAL
DEAD HEADS T-SHIRTS. TIE-DIES, 
STICKERS, PINS, POSTERS. WE ALSO 
HAVE CHRYSTAL PRYSMS, + MUCH 
MORE. THE SUB 879 HIGUERA__________
LIVEN UP YOUR GRADUATION PARTY 
W / BALLOONS FROM ’HERE’S TO YOU’ 
SPECIAL LOW PRICES - FREE SET 
UP AND DELIVERY CALL 544-4759
LOOKING FOR FUN.EXCITEMENT 
AND TRAVEL???!
BE A PART OF THE MARCHING BAND 
THE FLAG TEAM IS LOOKING FOR NEW 
RECRUITS. COME TO OUR MEETING 6/1 
7PM CALL 543-1348 FOR INFO.I
PLEASE HELP 
ME! I NEED 
JUST ONE MORE 
GRAD TICKET!!
I WILL BE YOUR FRIEND FOREVER. 
CALL KIM AT THE DAILY 756-1143
RUGBY CLUB T-SHIRTS $8 
•NO FRAT BOYS"
544-0775
SUNGLASSESII9 major brands, all 
styles. 10% off with a cal jx>ly ID 
VUARNET.BUCCI.OAKLE^Y.SKI-OPTICS, 
RAYBAN.HOBIE.GARGOYLE.SUNCLOUD. 
MAUI JIMS AND REVOS. The Sea Bam 
Avila Beachll Open 7 days a week 
WE STOCK ALL STYLES!!!
WINDSURF TRAINING ESCAPE ROUTE UU
$10 FOR 1 OLD CAL POLY FOOTBALL 
TICKET STUB 544-7083 JIM_____________
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELME 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
■A FRIEND FOR LIFE’
SHELDON CHAR GOOD LUCK ON YOUR 
2-93 SCAVENGER HUNT
BETA,thanks for agreat salel ZTA 
LOVED It! C ani wait for our DATES!
CONGRATULATIONS 
Stephen Wbrth Moss 
newly elected
CEO Beta Theta PI Corporation
Good Luck and -kai- 21
AXA
WELCOMES OUR 16 f«EW MITIATES 
"WHAT IS WORTHWHILE 
IS DIFFICULT"
PIKA Semi-formal Dates-
Thank you for the awesome 
night on Tigers Folley. You 
wore HOT!
Sir¥:ereiy,
MEN OF RKA
Sigma Kappa Good Luck on finals!
THE BROS OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
WISH TO CONGRATULATE 
JEFF SCHUMACHER-ASI COM. REL. 
MATT PERA- ASI FINANCE COM.
GREG BOZZO-
MIKE SELFRIOGE -ORDER OF OMEGA 
DAME BLAINE- OFFICERS
TKE- Thanks for the HOT time!
Wb can still feel those tropical 
breezes blowingl Love. Stoma K
ZTA
Have a HOT Summer!
ASI Films COMEDY CLASSICS 
Stooges,Chaplin.Marx bros.,morel 
Wed. 6/1 7,9:15 pm 
Chumash Aud, $1.50
FATAL
ATTRACTION
6/3,6/4 7 & 9:30 pm 
Chumash Aud. $1.50
SPYRO GYRA
June 14
HANFORD 209-584-9401
LOST 14K gold cross and chain 
Great sentimental value 
Women’s PE bldg locker PLEASE 
return to HEIDI 937-5080
11 SIBLINGS ARE PROUD 
NEED TlX
PATTI......... 544-0988
A loft at end of qtr Price neg
depending on features-Donna x3326_______
CASH PAID FOR FURNITURE AND OTHER 
ITEMS OF VALUE CALL ROD 546-8107
GRAD TICKETS VMANTEDI
WILL PAY TOP DOLLAR! PLEASE CALL 
SCOTT 549-9854
GRAD TICKETS 4 SALE 
CALL 549-8935 AFTER 5:30PM
Local recording studio seeks 
female pop/rock singer for demo 
tape. Send tape and photo to AIM 
PRODUCTIONS PO BOX 1432 SLO 93406
Please don’t make me choose who 
sees me graduate. Sell me your 
extra tickets. Call kate 772-2976______
WE NEED
GRAD TICKETS
Will pay $ call: 549-8219
IT’S NEW
THE MUSTANG DALY no w  has a 
MORE CONVENIENT PLACE FOR YOU TO 
SUBMIT CLASSIFIED ADS.
THE UU INFO DESK no w  has  a 
MUSTANG DALY dro p  box the
OEAOLNE FOR A a  CLASSIFIED ADS 
IS 1 0  AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE
544-1305:SR.PROJECTS & RESUMES 
HELP WITH GRAMMAR AND SPELLING
Accurate TYPIST:Corrects All Your 
Speli.Punct.Grammar $2pg 543-3764
EXP lypist with LASER PRINTER 
Will also format & laser print 
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676
EXPERIENCED CP TYPIST 543-0550
EXPERIENCED TYPIST-SENIOR PROJECT 
S $1.75 PAGE 541-0168 CHRIS
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS.CALL 
BONNIE 543-0520, EVES.
LASER PRMTED TYPMG
CalhThe U test Word 528-8505
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
Call Karen at 544-2692
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona).LASER PRINTER w/100-Ftype fonts, 
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591
RESUME. PAPERS, PROJECTS. WORD 
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY 
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO  
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE
RESUMES-PAPERS-SENIOR PROJECTS 
WORD PROCESSING-STUDENT RATES 
937-6992 (S.M .) - 7 DAYSWK
Typing :Tbim papers,Theeee,Resumes 
lOithy 461-1031 12-4p.M-F 6  6-Op.T-F
WANTED FEW PEOPLE. WE WILL PAY 
YOU TO LOSE POUNDS CALL489-2418
GROUP TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES!! 
Coordinate a group of friends, 
classmates, or dub members to 
travel together & earn discounts 
toward your own travel. Resportsible 
enthusiastic leaders may apply at 
GULLIVER’S TR4MEL CENTRE in the 
UU or call 546-8612 or 541-4141
PAUL MITCHELL MODELS both M/F: Needed 
for June 13 hair shw.For nfK)re 
info- CALL 805-541-2988(daily) OR 
805-773-0613(eves.).
ASI TICKET SELLERS INFORMATION 
& APPLICATIONS AVAIL. AT ASI
BUSINESS OFFICE UU202 
START AT $4.37 DUE BY Wl
(X I281) 
'ED. 6/1
Clean-up/light maintenance work 
flexible AM hrs. Mon-Sat 8-10 hrs/wk 
$5/hr. Apply in person 
Chapter 1 - Foothill Plaza
EXP. Nursery prsn. needed Malibu.CA. 
Salary Neg. Ask for Joe 213-456-7114
Full time painters and cleaner 
needed at apartment complex in 
exchange for summer apt and wage. 
Apply in person between 8am-5pm 
Mon-Fri at Murray Street Station 
1262 Murray. No phone calls.
Part Time Service Station 
Attendent Must be responsible and 
have exp.working with public. Pay 
Neg.Apply in person.Ferrells 
UNOCAL 363 SANTA ROSA
Summer job at glamorous Lake Tahoe 
need people for Frosty-Yogurt 
Shop. Days and nights cheap 
housing avail. Write Job 
P.O. Box A.G. South Lake Tahoe 
Ca. 95705
SUMMER WORK $9.75 starting pay rate 
with experience. Vector, a national 
housewares and sporting goods retail 
chain, now filling 2(K) positions in 
display, sales and customer sen/ice.
No experience necessary-will train. 
ENCINITAS/North county 619-942-5254
SAN DIEGO  
LA MESA 
Venture County 
San Fernando Valley 
Glendale
619-492-9822
619-464-6848
805-484-8849
818-594-0099
818-241-6151
INLAND EMPIRE/POMONA 714-629-4366
WEST LOS ANGELES 213-392-7991
ORANGE COUNTY 714-541-6796
LONG BEACH/NORWVLK 213-863-1790
KOREAN OFFICE 213-863-8559
SEATTLE 206-547-1702
SAN JOSE 408-922-0666
LOS GATOS 408-354-3080
SAN FRANCISCO 415-781-7611
REDW<X)D CITY 415-365-4502
HAYWARD 415-783-3806
SACREMENTO 916-922-6748
YOU MUST INTERVIEW NOW. YOU CAN 
START AFTER EXAMS. CALL 9AM TO  
5PM. (2540)
Telephone Sdidting-No exp necc- 
essary Low Key-Not hard sell Eves 
5:30-8:30-flexible 544-7668
’65 MUSTANG, 6cyl, automatic 
'67 COUGAR 289, 3 on the floor 
$700 for both, call 927-4880
A Hide-a-bed couch and a desk 
call 544-5496
EPSON EQUITY II - COMPLETE W/PRNTR  
ZOMEG HARD DRIVE.COLOR MONITOR. 
MUCH MORE 1.600 B.O CALL 546-9153
GRAD TICKETS FOR SALE 
LEAVE MESSAGE 544-9484
1980 SUZUKI GS450 25000 M LES
BIKE POSSESSED BY DEMONS.RUNS
WELL
$300 541-2349 SETH 8AM OR 6PM
1982 HONDA XL500 CLEAN 
$800 OBO CALL JOE 544-9738 
NEW BREAKS REBUILT ENGINE
1983 YAMAHA RIVA 180 
RUNS AND LOOKS LIKE NEW/FRWY LE­
GAL
$900 LAURA 543-4482 _____________
I runs (For sale Puch moped 1 
looks good $150 ÖBO 546-8942
General 5 Star Moped Carries 2 $285 
Very reliable call Gary 543-8092
PUCH MOPED in good running cond. 
lots of extras. $22() John 541-3214
1987 Puegot Tourmalet 12 sp exc 
co tk I hrdly used $250 obo call 
Amy 549-9227
71 BUG Good Condition 
Runs well $1950 543-2439
71 VW Bug recent mechanical 
work New tires, body, and interior 
rough. See at 100 Henderson. Do not 
bother occupants $850 541-4111
78 RABBIT EXEL. CONO. $2500 481-9139
1 FEM RMMT NEEDED FOR SMR QTR 
OWN FURNISHED ROOM IN 2 BDRM 
DUPLEX ON OSOS YARD/WSHR 
$250/MO NEG. STARTS 6/15/88 
544-3716
1 marvelous F 2 shr rm in 2 bdrm 
frnished twnhse w/3 fab girls 
walk to Poly. $220mo,sptl-Jn30. 
will be a blast! 7564765,7563996
1 or 2 M/F to share rm in Furnshd 
condo off South St for Sumr and/ 
pr 88-89 skool yr. Very nice. Many 
x-tras. Call Joe at 756-4579 or 
Norma at 543-5108
PRIVATELY OWNED Cedar Creek Condo 
$230 per month (save$35 per month) 
Many Extras Karen 546-9083
2 RMMTES to share room in Ig 
condo fully furnished wshr/dryr 
micro BBQ garage Brian 544-9265
2 RMMTES TO SHARE ROOM IN LG 
CONDO FULLY FURNISHED WSHR/DRYR 
MICRO BBY GARAGE BRIAN 544-9265
2F/M share Cedar Creek condo 2bed 2 
ba pool micro iaun fully furn avail 
6/18/88 230MO. Michelle 544-3893
2M/F RMMTS TO SHARE.JULY 88-89 
195ea. NICE HOUSE CALL 546-9662
2RMMATES TO SHARE RM $150EA.
CALL ERIC OR JOHN 544-0382
3 large rooms 4 rent in house in 
Laguna Lake. Walk to Laguna Shop 
Ctr w/d,gas,stove,non smoker 
June 15-? 240/mo + util 1 st last
plus dep. Call 543-6125 to see____________
4 Gals needed for Lg house 5 bdrm 
W&D, micro. Creek side Sun deck
$280 own $210 share 544-0813___________
DARLING DARLING DARLING 
1 Female roomate needed for own 
room in apt $250/mo plus dep.
Available June 12 call 543-5190
Fall Qtr! Share room in big condo 
2 min from PolylBruce 543-2439
Fm rmt needed for fall, availeible 
su. 4 biks to Poly. 155 mo Stan- 
mark. call Jayme 541-1573
LIVE WITH USI!
WE NEED 2 RCXJMATES 
TO SHARE APARTMENT 
NEAR POLY. FURNISHED. 
MUST FIND BY JUNE 6. 
CALL 756-3970
M or F Roommate Needed. Own Rm in 
Laguna Lk House 175/mo 543-5367_______
M ROOMMATE FOR NEXT YEAR IN CEDAR 
CREEK W/ARCH & CM STUDENTS 
PLEASE CALL 756-4653 OR 756-4655
NEED IF  RMT TO SHARE 2BED2BATH 
APT.GRANDAVE 167/MO SHERRI 546- 
9704
NEED 2 FUN FRMS? OWN RMS PRFRD 
MUST ALLOW CAT. 543-7723 JULIE
ONE Roommate needed to share with 
3 males $160 per month Garfield St 
12 months Starts FALL Jon 546-9014
Own large room Female only 250 mo 
all util paid Micro, yard, near town 
Cail karen 543-4264
OWN ROOM Close to campus $195/mo 
Not a sublet 544-4783
Own room in house half mile from 
Poly $250/mo md util 546-9074
OWN room in house on So. Chorro 
with two Engr. Students Quiet 
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88 
270 mo. 549-9265
OWN ROOM IN LARGE 4 BDRM HOUSE 
WASHER/DRYER MICRO -l- MUCH MORE 
250/MO FROM 6/16-6/15/89 ASK FOR 
JOE OR JERRY 549-0893
OWN ROOM OR 2 CAN SHARE IN 
LAGUNA TOWNHOUSE FOR 88-89. 
FIREPLACE WSHR/DRYR AND MANY 
EXTRAS! CALL 543-0769
START RENTMQ IN FA UIII 
2 F needed to ehere room In condo 
neer Poly.WD.mlcro.FP,DW.S49-8198
SUM SUB M/F OWN RM IN 3BR HOUSE 
3 bIks from Poly 180mo Tim 544-3799
SUM SUB- Own Rm-Laguna corxfo, WO 
Micro, Dish, Hot-tub$200mo 546 -8^ 2
Sum-Sub 2lg-rms,w/d-mic,Full fum 
M/F Close to CP $175Mio 541 -5032
SUMR SUB-LSE PINE CREEK 4 BDRM 
544-3706 INFO
SUMMER SUBLET-ROMM IN HOUSE 
CLOSE TO POLY 230/MO 541-4133
SUMMER SUBLET 
Own rm In 2 bdrm condo wash/dry, 
micro.bckyd More must like cats 
contactl Qina/Leann 541-6274
Summer Sublet own room in Lg.house 
Lg. yard micro dishwasher xtras 
^ 4 0  negotiable - 549-9960
SUMMER SUBLET
2 rooms avaHabie in house 
price neg. 549-9644
GREMLM 76 XLNT $1100 OBO 5414081
VgkNTED: 1M RMMTE FOR NEXT YEAR. 
$200AilO + U T I. 546-9926
2 BDR Fum Apts $600 entire sum qtr 
reservation for fall starting $ ^  
monthly cable water garbage paid 
walk to Poly call 541 -0894 or 
543-5661
2 bdrm apts. furn or unfurn. 9 month 
lease. Pool, Tennis, Free utilities.
Call 544-7772______________________
2Bedroom 2Bath House Sublet 4 Sum 
$100 to share 544-0654
2M want room at Pine Crk 4Fall 
Rent us your room! 543-1941
A room for rent 1-2 people new 
ful furn $200 per mon 544-6756
APT,2 bedrm furn for 4,near Poly 
$560/mo for yr lease ;$620/mo for 
10-mo lease;reduced summer rental 
available, 543-8517 or 544-5385
APT.for lease Summer Quarter 
2 BDM 2 Bath $500/month 543-2439
AAESOMEIOOOOOOH...WHAT A DEALII! 
SUMMER SUBLET-Spacious apt. close 
wik/ride to PolylGreat bck. yrd., 
wshr/dryer-$100ea. to share 
$160 for own room.
*****CALL TODAY 544-7866*****
FREE HOUSING?
$100/MO 2 person DBL RM U TL PD 
POOL - CLOSEST TO POLY - BBQ
GREG 546-9184 JOEL 543-9527
FURNISHED 1BDRM APT 
4 LEASE SUMMER QTR 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
$395MO NEG 544-7543
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12 
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
Kris Kar apartments for rent. Very 
affordable/pool/hot tub/excell 
location. Call Alex 544-5054
LAGUNA LAKE RM AVAIL FOR SUMMER 
AND/OR FALL. PRICE NEGOT. 543-9279
MUST SELL CAR DESPERATE!!!
I LEAVE THE COUNTRY NEXT MONTH 
SPACIOUS 69 CHRYSLER GCXDD COND 
come and make offer/call 543-0964
Room for rent in a spacious 3-bed 
apt. Balcony,pool, fun&considerate 
roommates. $250/mo. avail.6/15 call 
544-7954.Ask for Sue or Janet
ROOMS FOR RENT-Large House; pool, 
hot tub,sauna,wgt rm,and more, 
must see! $3Cl0'mo, utils ind.
Summer Qtr. plus...call 544-8431
SUB-LET IN GREAT HOUSE 
3 ROOMS AVAIL. UNDER 200 NEG. 
1220 FREDERICKS DROP BY OR 
CALL 546-9655
SUMMER (TONDO FOR 1 OR 2 M OR F 
$80 SHARE $125 OWN RM 543-0685
Summer Sublet:
2 rooms open for 3 people 
Share room $140/each 
dose to campus atxj shopping 
Call 756-4226. Leave Message
SUMMER SUBLET in Cedar Creek 
2 spaces avail. $120/obo 
Close to Poly, Pod 4  much much more 
call 541-5488
SUMSUB LAGUNA LAKE AREA 
Share MSTRBDRM $200/mo own bath 
own room $225/mo Avai.-6/11 
Call RUDY 546-8155
Are your parents ready to 
invest? For affordable priced 
cotkIo s  and homes-contad Jane- 
Century 21 Obispo-543-1242
AAAIBEST PRICED CONDOS 4  HOMES 
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
4MMLABLE ON CAMPUS CALL 
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYMG A HOUSE? FOR A FREE U8T 
OF ALL THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSES 4  
CONDOS FOR SALE M SLO, CALL STEVE 
NELSON-FARRELL SM YTH,NC. 543-8370
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POLLS
From page 4
had to be done.
‘Mf all polls close at the same 
time, it’s an advantage to the 
western states,” said Allen Settle, 
Cal Poly political science pro­
fessor. ‘‘When Carter conceded to 
Reagan in 1980, it messed up a lot 
of local elections because Demo­
crats didn’t show up at the polls.”
This is obviously a major con­
cern to Thomas as well.
‘‘The November ballot in a 
presidential election year is the 
biggest you can see,”  said 
Nelligan. ‘‘Local elections are on 
it, and so are propositions and 
bills.”
NBC has since backed away 
from its threat to break the 
agreement. Nelligan said that 
NBC caused such an uproar by 
indicating Michael Dukakis’ vic­
tory in the New 'York primary, 
that the network returned to the 
agreement.
Nelligan said this situation 
shows the problem when relying 
on an agreement. The agreement 
can be broken at any time. A bill, 
he said, will force the networks to 
refrain from exit polling, and the 
voters in the West will have equal 
say in the electoral process.
CALENDAR
Wednesday
•The Cal Poly Design In­
stitute is sponsoring a guest 
speaker Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Architecture Gallery. Gary 
Patton, Santa Cruz County 
supervisor, will discuss ‘‘Santa 
Cruz County Growth Control.”
•The ornamental horticulture 
department is having a year-end 
plant sale Wednesday and 
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
in the U.U. Plaza. All house 
plants are 25 to 50 percent off.
•A Diabetes Support Group 
meets every Wednesday from 
noon to 1 p.m. in the Health 
Center Medical Library. Contact 
Carolyn Hurwitz at 756-1211 for 
more information.
•T he theatre  and dance 
department presents the studio 
lab theatre’s season finale 
“ Snowangel” Wednesday at 8 
p.m. in the Music Building Room 
212. Tickets are $2 at the door.
Real Estate P rincip les
and live instruction. Pre­
licensing course. Both $195 . 
Also broker courses, $55 -t- 
tax.
Central Coast Schools 
4 8 1 -4 2 2 0
Europe's Best at Affordable 
Prices
Mr. C 's
R E S T A U R A N T
D E L I C A T E S S E N
Gyros, Falafels. Chicken 
and Shiskabobs
1115 Broad Street 
San Luis Obispo 
544-4447
11-9 daily(caterirjg  available for parties)
RIBS RIBS
and more RIBS
All you can eat beef rib 
dinner with soup or 
salad, ranch beans and 
San Luis Sourdough 
for only
Wednesda^l?ights onIy| 
5:30- 9:00pm
Wine Street Inn
In  the  ccllcr of T he N etw ork  
5 4 3 -4 4 8 8
MEASURES
From page 4
same or better standards as San­
ta Barbara.
Opponents disagree with the 
fact that the de-watering plant 
can be made to blend in with its 
surroundings. Leaflets ask how 
the plant, located in the low 
Nipomo Dunes, can blend in. It is 
also located a little over a mile 
away from a residential area.
Local authorities are not 
allowed to check air quality on 
the platform and must measure 
air quality onshore about 17 
miles away. The wind and the 
distance may not allow for accu­
rate readings. Shell Oil does not 
have to inform the local gov­
ernment on its air quality 
measurements, yet the federal 
government can. Under these 
conditions pollution limits may 
not be easily enforced.
Summer Rates /Fall applications
OPEN HOUSE: Every Sat. 10-4. Sun. 11-2
|call 2:30 - 5pm daily ,  fx^rnished 2 J/2 bath]
at (805) 543-5292 • ixirge bedrooms with patio
^  • Located near Cal Poly
(805) 544-6012 • Laundry Facilities
any time  ^ Outside BB-Q arills
)M U gFP W G  V ILLA G E*
Three year old TWO BEDROOM, TWO BATHROOM 
FLATS, 5-MINUTE WALK TO CAL POLY! Enjoy swimming 
pool, private park, BBQ's, microwaves, and reserved 
parking in a quiet and secure setting. Call us for a tour or 
more info. Starting at JUST $210/MO.
1 M ustang Dr, SLO 543-4950
Set Yourself Apart...
next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at
Las C as itas
DELUXE ONE  
B E D R OO M  
TOWNHOUSES
3 blocks from campus
NOW LEASING FOR FALL QUARTER
CALL 543-2032 for more information
P a id  P o litic a l A d v e r t is e m e n t
„ e - t f * * ' '* *
"The LEADER 
with the most 
EXPERIENCE"
GROWTH:
•...Intelligently planned growth is essential 
for a economically viable county.
•...The answer to growth is development 
of a growth management ordinance, 
adopted after public hearings.
•...An ordinance would provide a method to 
balance the resources which are available 
to a manageable increase in the population.
CARL HYSEN
SUPERVISOR
— 5th Distr ict
REVLON
COSMETIC
CLOSEOUT
SAVE 25%
OFF OUR REGULAR 
LOW PRICES
LIMITED SUPPLY 
ALL CLOSEOUT SALES ARE FINAL
EIG d iio I BookstDie
G raduation Gifts
from
W e f i o n
Custom Scented 
Lotion Bar 
Bath Oil 
Bath Gel 
Soaps
Bath Crystals 
Powders 
Potpourri 
Silver Jewelry 
Cards 
Candies 
Gift Items
1130 Garden Street 
546-9277
Paid P o litica l A dvertisem ent
SUPERVISOR f
Experienced 
Effective 
Honest
MELANIE BILLIG • SUPERVISOR
Experienced leadership: Melanie understands 
our local problems and is in the forefront 
addressing them.
Effective Leadership: Melanie will be your advocate 
to preserve our unique way of life.
Honest Lender^hip- Melanie is committed to 
responsive, ppen government free from "back room 
decisions" and hidden conflicts of interest.
V O T E F O R M E L A N I E - J U N E 7 1 9 8 8
Paid for by Friends of Melanie Billig, 
A1 Rhodes, Treas., 216 Albert Drive, 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
